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Depinning transitions between adsorbate chains coupled by Friedel oscillations

G. Godzik, T. Block, and H. Pfnu¨r!

Institut für Festkörperphysik, Universita¨t Hannover, Appelstrasse 2, D-30167 Hannover, Germany
~Received 9 December 2002; published 31 March 2003!

The low coverage phase transitions of thep(831) and thep(531) chain structures of the Sr/Mo~112!
system have been investigated with low-energy electron diffraction~LEED! at constant coverages. It turns out
that both structures show similar physics. They first undergo depinning phase transitions at temperatures just
below 100 K into striped domain wall structures. The domain wall lattice shows continuous melting at tem-
peratures between 197 and 218 K. Coupling between the adsorbate chains can be described by the potential
created by adsorbate-induced charge density waves involving surface states. Within this model domain wall
formation appears as thermal excitation of stacking faults on a discrete lattice. For thep(531) structure,
domain wall formation energies of approximately 65 and 38 meV have been derived for heavy and light walls,
respectively, from a fit to the experimental data of depinning.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.67.125424 PACS number~s!: 64.70.Rh, 68.35.Rh
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I. INTRODUCTION

The formation of linear-chain structures at low coverag
is a peculiarity of adsorption of atoms of many electropo
tive elements on channelled metal surfaces, such as the~112!
faces of bcc crystals.1 These have a similar structure as t
~110! fcc surfaces. A particularly rich variety of chain stru
tures has been found not only for alkaline-earth adsorb
but also for rare-earth adsorbates. This was attributed to
rather large electron density in their valence shells and
moderate dipole moments as compared to those for the a
electropositive adsorbates. These features are believed
responsible for a greater weight of the indirect interact
between the adatoms, i.e., the interaction mediated thro
the substrate electrons, relative to the dipole-dipole repuls
along the channels, so that the formation of chainlikep(n
31) structures with integern between 2 and 8 is favored1

Contrary to the~110! surfaces of Au or Pt, the Mo~112!
surface is not reconstructed.2

Apart from the formation of strongly coupled chain
which is a local electronic effect, the coupling mechani
between chains over distances up to eight or even nine la
constants and the relatively high thermal stability3 triggered
investigations of adsorbate induced vertical and lateral re
ations in some of these systems. Li and Sr on Mo~112! have
been investigated in detail by LEED-IV analysis.4,5 Wavelike
modulations of the substrate density in the topmost th
substrate layers have been found that are induced by
adsorbate. These modulations can only come about by
pling of lattice relaxations and electron density at the Fe
surface. Friedel oscillations, induced by the distortions of
electron density due to the adsorbate, couple with the lat
and cause a lateral interaction potential also between the
sorbate chains. Surface states crossing the Fermi level
indeed been found on the clean surface of Mo~112!.6 Since
the electron density of states close to the Fermi level fr
bulk states is low in the topmost substrate layers, as show
Ref. 6, the influence of surface states actually domina
Thus, the periodicity of the chain structure of the adsorb
as well as the adsorbate-induced relaxations in the subs
can be considered as being stabilized by the adsorb
0163-1829/2003/67~12!/125424~7!/$20.00 67 1254
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induced charge density waves in these systems.7–11

As a consequence, different adsorbates, e.g., Li and
cause different periodicities between chains. This shows
the Fermi wave vector can effectively be tuned by the ads
bate and by its concentration. Only the electron density
surface states can react sensitively to various adsorbate
metal surfaces, which demonstrates again the crucial rol
surface states in the present context.

In this paper we concentrate on the thermodynamic pr
erties of such strongly anisotropic chain systems formed
adsorbed atoms, in particular on the Sr/Mo~112! system at
coverages up to 0.2 monolayers~ML !. The method of elec-
tron diffraction, which is used for this study, directly yield
the thermodynamic averages of interest. These would be
most impossible to derive with local probes such as tunn
ing microscopy for the large unit cells of thep(831) and
p(531) structures, which correspond to saturation cov
ages of 0.125 and 0.2 ML, respectively. The LEED patte
of these structures together with real space models are sh
in Fig. 1.

The systems investigated here are particularly interes
for two reasons. First, it is well known that strongly anis
tropic systems can undergo two types of phase transitions
n.2: a commensurate-incommensurate transition to
striped soliton phase by the formation of domain walls an
second transition of continuous melting of these solitons
unbinding of pairs of kinks.12 ~Heren is a general commen
surate one-dimensional periodicity in units of the substr
lattice constant!. Second, in the system presented here,
Mo~112!, simple chains of Sr atoms are strongly chem
sorbed to the Mo substrate, whereas the distance is d
mined by the lateral interactions just described, which
comparatively weak. Therefore, domain walls will only b
created by discrete variations of chain distance. In addit
the proposed coupling mechanism between chains—a m
ture of dipole-dipole repulsion and an oscillatory part due
the charge density waves5—changes the energetics compar
with standard elastic media mostly dealt with theoreticall

II. EXPERIMENT

To perform the experiments, we used the UHV syst
and the experimental setup described earlier.3,13,14 Briefly, a
©2003 The American Physical Society24-1
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standard backview LEED instrument equipped with a sl
scan charged-coupled device~CCD! camera was used fo
studying surface structure. The contact potential differe
~CPD! method was used for monitoring work functio
changes. The stored images of the LEED patterns were
to obtain the peak intensities and full widths at half ma
mum ~FWHM! for the particular spots. The same molybd
num specimen as in our previous works3,14 was used as sub
strate, which is characterized by average~112! terrace sizes
of 350 Å3550 Å along the@111̄# and @11̄0# axes, respec-
tively. An atomic-beam source of Sr was built by therm
activation in UHV of SrO2 mixed with Al powder.15 A base
pressure in the vacuum chamber between 0.7 and
310211 mbar was kept all the time, i.e., both during dep
sition and subsequent measurements.

The Mo~112! sample was routinely cleaned by many he
ing cycles in oxygen between 800 and 2000 K. Oxygen w
finally removed by several heating cycles to 2400 K
vacuum. Auger electron spectroscopy was used to check
rity of the substrate and adsorbate. The coverageu is defined
as the ratio of adsorbate to substrate surface atom conce
tions. It was determined from the deposition time and fro
the work function measurements calibrated by means
LEED in the coverage rangeu50 –0.5 ML. In this range of
coverage the relation between the coverage and the LE
pattern is unique.

Deposition of the adsorbate was carried out at the low
available substrate temperature~80 K!. Measurements were
only started after annealing these layers to 700 K. Each
nealing step lasted 30 s and was followed by a gradual t
perature decrease at a rate of24 K/s back to the base tem
perature. Data were taken with a slow scan CCD camer
the intervals of 4s during heating and cooling at a rate of

FIG. 1. Reciprocal and real-space images of the clean Mo~112!
surface and of the Sr-induced low-coverage commensurate s
turesp(831) andp(531).
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K/s ~between 400 and 600 K at 0.5 K/s!. All the LEED data
shown were taken at an electron beam energy of 80 eV.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Depinning of the p„5Ã1… structure

After preparation of a layer with 0.20 ML of Sr as de
scribed above, ap(531) pattern is seen. At the lowest tem
perature the superstructure spots are equally spaced, i.e
structure is commensurate. When heating the sample, h
ever, the separation of the superstructure spots start
change, i.e., the structure undergoes a commensu
incommensurate phase transition. This transition is rev
ible, as explicitly checked by the heating and cooling cycl
Since the separation of the superstructure spots decre
the average lattice constant of the incommensurate ph
must increase by thermally excited formation of light doma
walls in thep(531) structure.

Since the average Sr density on the surface is unchan
the ordered incommensurate structure cannot accommo
the total coverage, for which many possibilities exist. W
have carefully checked for any significant increase of ba
ground intensity at specific locations ink space as a function
of temperature, but could not find any. Therefore, the exc
Sr coverage must be either accumulated in point defects,
small islands that are not correlated with respect to e
other. As another alternative, the excess Sr atoms could
to doubling of Sr chains and thus contribute only to t
integer-order beams. The fact that actually two transitio
occur can be seen from the small anomalies found in
integrated intensities of superstructure beams@see Fig. 2~a!#.
Integrated intensities have been determined by integratin
k space over the squares that are twice as long in@111̄#

direction as in@11̄0# direction, taking an adjacent area o
equal size along the long sides of the integrated rectangl
background. The results obtained are insensitive to the ac
size of integrated area, as also shown in this figure. T
have not been corrected by a Debye-Waller factor. T
anomalies are more clearly visible and quantifiable in
derivatives with respect to temperature, shown in Fig. 2~b!.
This derivative has been obtained by fitting second-or
polynomials to 12 point sections of the curves of Fig. 2~a!.
Clearly two transitions can be identified. Taking the maxim
slopes as parametrization of the transition temperatu
these transitions are at the temperatures of 96 K and 21
respectively. Similar measurements have also been ca
out for a coverage of 0.22 ML with similar results. Only th
transition temperatures shift to 89 K and 218 K, respective

In order to get more quantitative information of the shi
of superstructure spots, we carried out fits with Gaussian
the profiles of line scans through integer and fractional or
spots in@111̄# direction on a log scale in order to enhan
the weight of the superstructure beam intensity. The res
of these fits for the spot separation are shown in Fig. 3, th
for the full widths at half maximum in Fig. 4.

Obviously, the first anomaly seen in Fig. 2 coincides w
the deviation of the lattice constant of the superstruct
from commensurability, as seen from Fig. 3. Therefore, t

c-
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DEPINNING TRANSITIONS BETWEEN ADSORBATE . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 67, 125424 ~2003!
transition can be identified as a depinning transition int
striped soliton phase.12 The second transition at higher tem
perature must then correspond to melting of the soliton
tice consisting of domain walls. This second transition h
obviously no direct influence on the average lattice cons
of the incommensurate phase, since no anomaly is s
there. It is interesting to note, however, that the average

FIG. 2. Anomalies seen in integrated intensities of superst
ture spots of thep(531) structure ~a!. As an example, the
(20.2, 1! spot is shown. The various curves~from bottom to top!
are for integration over recangles~see text! with long sides of 3.2%,
4.3%, 5.4%, and 6.5% Brillouin zone~BZ!, respectively.~b! Differ-
entiated curve of the 3.2% data set. Electron energy 80 eV.

FIG. 3. Position of the (45 1̄) spot as a function of temperatur
For clarity, a linear section of the corresponding LEED pattern
Fig. 1 is shown on the right.
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tice constant of the short-range order remaining in the fl
phase aboveTm goes back towards commensurability, a
though commensurability is not reached again.

The strong anisotropy in this system is also reflected
the FWHMs shown in Fig. 4. This figure shows two ma
features. The top part shows the half widths in the direct
along the Sr chains. In this direction correlation lengths
not only higher than in the direction perpendicular to t
chains, the FWHMs along the Sr chains are also essent
unaffected by the transitions. The FWHMs in this directi
as a function of temperature are even slightly decreasing
to Tm . Above this temperature the scatter increases dram
cally, but the average value does not change much. From
result we conclude that the Sr chains in thep(531) struc-
ture seem to be essentially rigid on the length scale of 30
lattice constants in the temperature range investigated.

The situation is completely different in the direction pe
pendicular to the chains~see lower part of Fig. 4!. Here the
FWHM increases monotonically as a function of temperat
once the depinning temperature has been exceeded, an
onset of 2d melting is coupled with a sudden change

c-

n

FIG. 4. ~a! FWHM of the (4
5 1̄) spot in @11̄0# direction. ~b!

FWHM of the (4
5 1̄) spot in@111̄# direction.
4-3
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G. GODZIK, T. BLOCK, AND H. PFNÜR PHYSICAL REVIEW B 67, 125424 ~2003!
slope. This shows that the domain wall lattice is far fro
being perfect. Since the correlation lengths are comp
tively short, it is an open question whether the gradual
crease of FWHM in this phase can be taken as indication
algebraic decay of long-range order. Even far above the m
ing transition there is considerable correlation still dete
able. Similar observations have been made for the
Mo~112! system.14

B. Depinning of the p„8Ã1… structure

Very similar observations have been made for thep(8
31) structure. In analogy to thep(531) results, we show in

Fig. 5 integrated intensities of the (1
8 1̄) spot and their deriva

tives with respect to temperature for a Sr coverage of 0
ML. Similar to the p(531) structure, two anomalies ar
found at temperatures of 99 K and 197 K, respective
which again can be identified with depinning and melti
transitions.

The positions of the superstructure spots and their sep
tion from the integer order beams have also been determi

FIG. 5. Integrated intensities for thep(831) structure of
SrMo~112! for a coverage of 0.11 ML Sr. In~a! the integrated
intensity of the (18 1̄) spot is shown for a rectangular integration ar
of 4.3 % BZ(111̄) ~for details, see text!. Electron beam energy 80 eV
~b! Differentiated curve of~a!.
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An example is shown in Fig. 6. Since the intensities of t
superstructure spots of thep(831) structure are consider
ably lower than those of thep(531) structure, the scatter o
the data is higher. The depinning transition, however, c
also be identified in this graph. Again, the unit cells increa
in size in the incommensurate phase. The size of the
served shift and the trend to go back to an average comm
surate unit cell is also found here.

These results demonstrate that both chain systems o
nate from the same type of lateral interactions so that t
undergo the same type of phase transitions. Even the
served transition temperatures are very close so that sim
magnitudes of lateral interactions can be concluded for b
structures.

C. Depinning by thermal excitation of domain walls

As already mentioned in the Introduction, the most
markable property of the system investigated here, and
sumably of the whole class of similar systems, is the
ordered arrangment of simple atomic chains at large
tances of five and eight lattice constants. These correlat
prevail as short-range order even up to room temperature
addition to this remarkably strong interaction over such la
distances, it is also important to note that only distances
five and eight lattice constants seem to be favorable, whe
the others are obviously unstable at low temperatures. Th
other distances, however, may be accessible as thermally
cited states, which finally lead to disorder of the whole s
tem. Apart from the lateral interactions in this system, wh
are responsible for ordering, the strong chemical bond o
to the Mo substrate leads to bonding of Sr on well-defin
adsorption sites4 and to an adsorption potential that is mu
stronger than the lateral interactions. Domain walls can s
be formed in such systems, but in contrast to physisor
systems they have to be atomically sharp since they oc
only between discrete lattice sites. In this section we sh
that depinning observed in the system studied here is f
compatible with the oscillatory type of interaction caused
charge density waves.

If we assume that the coupling between chains ind
happens by a combination of dipolar repulsion and an os
latory contribution from the adsorbate-induced Friedel os

FIG. 6. Position of the (18
¯

1)-superstructure spot as a function
temperature. On the right side again the measured difference inDk

is shown. The series of diffraction spots runs in (111)̄ direction.
4-4
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DEPINNING TRANSITIONS BETWEEN ADSORBATE . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 67, 125424 ~2003!
lations, the interaction between the chains is essentially
dimensional and the oscillatory part is of fairly long rang
since it decays only asl 21 ~Ref. 16!. Therefore, it takes the
following asymptotic form for distancesl @a:

V5
J

l 3
1

A

l
cos 2kF1f, ~1!

which is plotted in Fig. 7. The ratioA/F50.2 used here
stems from an optimization17,18 to describe and simulate th
stable phases of this system in the framework of lattice
models and can be taken as a first approach to the real v
kF in this figure was chosen so that minima appear both
the distances of five and eight lattice constants. The sec
curve is only drawn to demonstrate the sensitivity to chan
in kF .

If we usekF50.386 Å21 andF50.38p ~see Fig. 7! and
sum up the contributions of many chains at a distance of
lattice constants~leaving out that by which the potentia
should be measured!, we obtain the effective potential show
as upper graph in Fig. 8. It produces a clear minimum a
distance of five lattice constants. Occupation of the two ot
~even deeper! minima at the distances of approximately 2a
and 8a seems to be even more favorable, but ap(231)
structure has not been seen for the clean Sr/Mo~112! system.
This means that at 2a we are below the asymptotic limit o
Eq. ~1!, and more direct interactions dominate. It is wor
noting, however, that the lateral relaxations in the subst
found with LEED4,5 still show an increased atom density
these distances.

As mentioned above, domain walls in this system c
only be created by discrete changes of separations betw
Sr chains by one or more lattice units of the substrate
cause of the strong site specific bonding of Sr. The activa
energy necessary to create domain walls on the discrete
tice of substrate sites was simulated by introducing o
dimensional stacking faults into the periodic Sr chain syste

FIG. 7. Dependence of the two-particle interaction on dista
assuming contributions from the dipolar repulsion and from
Friedel oscillations for two values ofkF , which demonstrate the
sensitivity to the value ofkF .
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As an example, we show in the lower part of Fig. 8 t
resulting potential energy curve for a heavy domain wa
where the separation between two chains is reduced by
lattice constant only at one point. As seen there, a new
shallower minimum now appears at 4.5a. Sr chains, how-
ever, can only be located at separations close to integer m
tiples of a. This increases the necessary activation ene
further. An analogous increase of energy is found for lig

e
e

FIG. 8. Top: Effective potential for a Sr chain interacting wi
n51,2,3,4, . . . ,20neighboring chains located at distances of m
tiples of 5a. The same parameters as in Fig. 7 are usedkF

50.386 Å21). Bottom: same as top, but with a stacking fault o
21a. N means neighbor, NN means nearest neighbor.

FIG. 9. Fit to the measurements of the average shift of the ch
separation as a function of temperature.
4-5
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domain walls, which correspond to chain separations of 6
etc., lattice constants. Keeping all other parameters cons
the necessary activation energy of a light wall with 6a sepa-
ration is a factor of 2 lower than that of the heavy wall wi
4a separation. This asymmetry of activation energies i
necessary precondition for the continuous shift of the av
age lattice constant as a function of temperature.

Indeed, the observed continuous shift of the chain sep
tion, as deduced from the LEED experiments as a functio
temperature can be simulated by assuming a still low c
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centration of domain walls and thermal equilibrium betwe
the various types of domain walls. Since we have only i
complete knowledge of the equation of state of the surf
layer, we restrict ourselves to a consideration of the ener
ics only, i.e., we neglect any entropic differences between
various types of domain walls. In order to get an estimate
the energies of activation for the domain walls, we assum
a first approximation that only wall separations of 3, 4,
and 7a occur. With this assumption we carried out a fit of th
average lattice constant of the chain system by fitting
function
d̄5
3e2(V32V5)/kBT14e2(V42V5)/kBT1516e2(V62V5)/kBT17e2(V72V5)/kBT

e2(V32V5)/kBT1e2(V42V5)/kBT111e2(V62V5)/kBT1e2(V72V5)/kBT
~2!
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to the data. A comparison of this fit to the experimental d
is shown in Fig. 9. Apart from the critical region, whe
entropic contributions can of course not be neglected,
obtain a reasonably good fit. As expected from the ab
model, the values of the parameters fall into two groups
light and heavy walls. Although the activation energy of t
heavy walls was found to be close to 65 meV per Sr atom
the chain, that of the light walls tested was around 38 m
The ratio is close to that estimated from our model@Eq. ~1!#
for activation of light and heavy walls, where a factor of 2
was obtained. Since our intention here is only to clarify t
basic mechanism and to give reasonable estimates for
interaction energies, no further refinement of parameters
attempted. This results in effective interaction constantJ
andA @see Eq.~1!# of approximately 3 eV Å3 and 0.6 eV Å,
respectively.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have shown in this analysis that interactions betw
chains of adsorbed species on anisotropic metal subst
can be extremely long range. Only very few coupling mec
nisms decay sufficiently slowly to be effective here, and
coupling via an adsorbate-induced charge density wav
one of them.

In fact, our experimental data seem to be fully consist
with this coupling mechanism for two reasons.

~1! The lateral relaxations investigated previously4,5 di-
rectly suggest this mechanism to be effective.
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of these modifications for the structures discussed here
be presented elsewhere.20
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